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Better Products through Better Testing

• Comprehensive Requirements and Test Plan coverage of essential testing areas
• Rigorous Practical and simple implementation for compliance and use case testing
• Simple and effective tools that allow users to intuitively run test cases
• Proactive feedback loop to expedite product compliance
UNH-IOL OCP Datacenter NVMe SSD Solution

• Utilizing 10 years of NVMe expertise at the IOL
• Simple Gui interface, that allows running and depiction of test cases and their runtime results
• Server and power management through third party power modules, integrated into our OCP Datacenter application
• Complete implementation of OCP Datacenter test plan
• First Beta released April 2022
• Final release summer of 2022
• Contact the UNH-IOL for your OCP Datacenter NVMe SSD testing needs at www.iol.unh.edu
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